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The main product of PAThs research project will be the online
Archaeological Atlas of Coptic Literature, which is still in an early stage of
development.
Yet, other products and tools have already been developed to fulfil specific
tasks. Such products and tools are been made available as Free Cultural
Works with open-source licensees (mainly MIT and/or CC BY-SA)1.
A full and updated list of currently available products and tool developed by
the PAThs team can be found at PAThs’ website:
http://paths.uniroma1.it/other-products
At present (October 2017) the following products and tools have been made
available:
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1

For the MIT license cfr. https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT. CC BY-SA stands for Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike. A human readable text of version 3 can be found at: https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0. The full legal code can be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
legalcode.
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Coptic titles
http://paths.uniroma1.it/titles
The principal aim is to make available an electronic edition and translation
of the entire corpus of Coptic titles (3rd-11th century), that will be soon
available.
The works is still on progress and at present only a partial list of titles is
available. For each item of the list is provided:
• the attributed Clavis Coptica of the title
• the Clavis Coptica of the related work
• the conventional title of the related work
• the author of the related work
The list is automatically implemented as new titles are being inserted in the
PAThs database.
The list of Coptic titles is available at PAThs web site:
http://paths.uniroma1.it/titles

What are Coptic titles?
Coptic titles represent a privileged point of observation of the Coptic literary manuscript
culture. Over the centuries, they have changed position inside the manuscript, layout, length,
textual structure and even purpose, marking crucial phases of the manufacture of the writing
supports – the shift from roll to codex, and from papyrus codex to parchment codex – and
important passages of the history of Coptic literature – from the translations from Greek into
Coptic to the production of an original literature. Moreover, they are often created later than
the works they are attributed to and therefore can be considered texts in their own right. For
this reason, within the scientific activities of PAThs, a Clavis Coptica has been assigned to
each of them.
It must be stressed, however, that Coptic titles do not represent a trustworthy coordinate to
identify a literary work (it is not rare, for instance, that the same work has different titles in
different manuscripts). The only univocal way to refer to a work is the Clavis Coptica.
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cmcl2unicode
https://github.com/paths-erc/cmcl2unicode
It is an easy to use software used to convert Tito Orlandi's CMCL encoding
system to strict standard Unicode and the other way round. The software is
written in vanilla javascript and can be run in every browser.
The code is available for download at PAThs' oﬃcial GitHub
repository: https://github.com/paths-erc/cmcl2unicode and is released
with MIT License. A working demo is available at: http://paths.uniroma1.it/
cmcl2unicode/index.html

What is Tito Orlandi’s encoding system for Coptic
Tito Orlandi, the creator of the Corpus dei Manoscritti Copti Letterari (CMCL, http://
www.cmcl.it), by far the most important online resource dedicated to Coptic literature,
invented a mode based on ASCII lower and upper case characters to digitally encode Coptic
texts. The system is able to encode both greek and demotic origins Coptic characters,
superlunar strikes and the most common nomina sacra. The system is paired with a specifically
created font, called Coptonew, able to represent the great part—but not the totality—of the
encoded characters. The system may be described as a Beta Code for Coptic.

What is Coptic Unicode set & Antinoou font
Since version 4.1 (March 31, 2005) a separate Coptic block has been included in Unicode.2
Before that date some coptic specific characters were included in the Greek (monotonic)
block. The block is not a complete set of all possible variations of Coptic characters used in
Coptic manuscripts, but it has a rather complete support for characters, combining characters
(including superlunar strokes) and diacritics. It is usually paired with Antinoou, “a multiplatform Coptic font which supports the full set of Coptic characters encoded in the UCS,
with pre-composed combinations of glyphs and overlines, dots, and accents to ensure better
printing”.3 Other fonts, like IFAO Copte, can also used but their use of the private area can
rise future compatibility issues and thus their use is discouraged.

2

http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2C80.pdf

3

http://www.evertype.com/fonts/coptic
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quireMatrix
https://github.com/paths-erc/quireMatrix
A dependency-less software to easily build, store and visualize in the
browser the layout of quires, using a very intuitive notation system. The
software is written in vanilla javascript and can be run in every browser. A
working demo is included in PAThs main database system (not yet available
to public).
The code is available for download at PAThs' oﬃcal GitHub
repository: https://github.com/paths-erc/quireMatrix and is released
with MIT License.
A working demo is available at: http://paths.uniroma1.it/tools/quireMatrix/
index.html.

The notation system
A very minimalistic and simple notation system was developed to describe the first half of a
quire and used to infer the second (specular) half structure. There are few and intuitive rules
that can be combined together to represent complex layout structures:
• The forward slash (/) is used as a dividing character
• The number represents the current or reconstructed number of leaves/tables. The total
number of pages can be easily calculated by multiplication by 2 the sum of the leaves
• x stands for full correspondents between the two halves of the quire: 1x means that on the
left side there is one leaf to whom corresponds another leaf on the right (a union)
• * suggests that the leaf/leaves are lost but surely reconstructed: 1*: lost singleton on left with
no correspondence on right. The symbol can be combined with the x, eg.: 1x* means
lost union.
• + presence of a stub. The sign can be combined with 0 and 1, eg.: 0+: stub on left
(singleton on right) and 1+ singleton on left and stub on right.
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Coptic Texts
https://github.com/paths-erc/coptic-texts
A very limited corpus of hagiographic and homiletic texts, consistent and
homogeneous in terms of cultural and literary milieu, period and genre,
were selected and published at PAThs' oﬃcial GitHub repository: https://
github.com/paths-erc/coptic-texts and are released with MIT License.
The texts were migrated from CMCL’s database and converted in Unicode
(by using cmcl2unicode tool) and transformed in XML version, validated
using a TEI-derived schema. All texts have been marked-up in order to
obtain useful geographical information for the Archaeological Atlas of
Coptic Literature. This experimental work is going to be further enhanced
(the corpus will be enlarged in the future). The intent, nevertheless, is not to
provide an exhaustive corpus of marked-up texts, but to experiment new
ways of geographical representation in the Atlas. No grammatical or
syntactical analysis is provided.

The schema
The complete schema an be found on the above mentioned repository. The main information
that are currently being notated are
• dates: commemoration, official feast, concilia, liturgies or ceremonies
• person names: saints, martyrs, apostles, [archi]bishops, monks, [arch]angels, daemons,
emperors or kings, civil, militaries, ecclesiastical, biblical names, pagan deities
• place names: egyptian, non egyptian, countries, regions, districts or nomoi, cities or
villages, topoi/ma, monasteries, churches or basilicas, episkopeia, chapels, oratories, martyr
shrines, temples, ermitages, tombs, mounts, rivers, lakes, harbours, biblical places
• role names: religious, ecclesiastical, civil, military
• organisations / groups of people: religious, ethnic
• quote: biblical, classical
• relevant / liturgical objects: furniture, service
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